
ENVIRONMENTAL, 
SOCIAL AND 
GOVERNANCE (ESG) 
MANAGEMENT 
 
Regardless if your environmental, social and corporate 
governance (ESG) challenges relate to data collection, 
quality of data, the need to report to multiple frameworks 
or the desire to improve visibility, Intelex can help. Intelex 
supports organizations in their efforts to efficiently 
compile ESG data for disclosure reporting, benchmark ESG 
performance against peers and optimize processes and 
operations that directly contribute to ESG results.

WITH ESG MANAGEMENT:
Drive holistic sustainability programs. 
Create sustainability initiatives with multi-level task assignment capabilities 
to address gaps, easily monitor reporting periods, calculate ROIs for specific 
initiatives and view live performance.

Safeguard your regulatory compliance. 
Address issues before they become violations or fines with triggers based 
on regulatory thresholds, helping you stay ahead with inspections, audits 
or operational change tasks.

Automate data collection. 
Intelex’s ESG Management solution integrates with upstream data sources, 
including asset-level, transactional, analytical or CEMS systems. Data 
acquisition can be set at your preferred cadences, whether that is every day 
or every 15 seconds for maximum control.

Enjoy cost-effective ESG compliance. 
Minimize the cost of ESG compliance management processes with 
technology that maximizes efficiency through machine learning to cut the 
time needed to breakdown regulatory documents into requirements.
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With almost 30 years of EHSQ experience, we know a thing or two about how  safety, quality and 
sustainability can preserve lives and protect the planet. And we know you need to drive productivity and 
operation excellence, too.

That’s why our technology solutions are built for EHSQ experts by EHSQ experts.

Centralize your ESG and 
sustainability data - All your 
metrics, emission factors, locations, 
reports, tasks and analysis are in 
one location, providing you with one 
source of truth. 

Participate in sustainability 
reporting frameworks - Intelex’s 
ESG Management solution supports 
any type of disclosure or stakeholder 
reporting you may need, including 
reporting to DJSI, CDP, SASB and 
UNGP.

Streamline the reporting process 
- With Intelex’s ESG Management 
solution, users can generate Word, 
Excel or XML files that match 
regulatory reporting forms. With a 
click of a button, data is organized 
into a submission-ready format.

Perform lightning-quick calculations 
- Regardless of the scale or complexity 
of your operation, Intelex’s ESG 
Management solution can handle 
the calculations, with calculation speeds 
of more than one million calculations 
per hour.

ESG MANAGEMENT 
Intelex’s ESG Management solution saves time and gains data accuracy while providing your stakeholders 
the transparency and insights they need.

Interested in  
learning more?  
Contact your Intelex 
representative to arrange  
a demonstration.

Recent Intelex research shows that 67% of 
EHS professionals discuss sustainability-
related topics on a weekly basis. This includes 
environmental sustainability as well as social 
sustainability, such as stakeholder interactions 
or volunteer hours worked.

Why Intelex?
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Enterprise Grade Platform 
Experience Intelex’s powerful platform 
including advanced security and privacy 
measures, global localization and 
data residency support, user-friendly 
configurability and open APIs to integrate 
seamlessly with your existing enterprise 
investments. 

Mobile First Approach 
Leverage mobile applications to simplify 
data gathering, connect and engage workers 
in real time and easily create, deploy and 
update action plans from any location and 
on any device, even offline, for maximized 
results.  

Partner of Choice 
With an extensive breadth of capabilities, 
diverse partner ecosystem and global 
footprint, Intelex is trusted by almost half 
of the top 20 Fortune 500 companies to 
manage their Health & Safety, Environmental 
& Sustainability and Quality & Supplier 
management programs.


